
‘THE WASH’ RECREATION PRECINCT

ESTIMATED RESIDENT POPULATION FORECAST POPULATION 2036

Maslin Beach
Port Willunga + Aldinga
Aldinga Beach
Sellicks Beach
Sellicks Hills

ESTIMATED RESIDENT 
POPULATION

ANNUAL CHANGE IN ESTIMATED 
RESIDENT POPULATION

Maslin Beach
Port Willunga + Aldinga
Aldinga Beach
Sellicks Beach
Sellicks Hills

Maslin Beach
Port Willunga + Aldinga
Aldinga Beach
Sellicks Beach
Sellicks Hills

FORECAST POPULATION

TOTAL POPULATION CHANGE 
2016 - 2036

155 - Maslin Beach
2447 - Port Willunga + Aldinga
2669 - Aldinga Beach
3374 - Sellicks Beach
362 - Sellicks Hills

Low Income - Less than $650
Lower Middle - $ 650 to $ 1,449
Upper Middle  - $1,449 to $ 2,499
High Income - $ 2,500 or more
Incomes not stated

HOUSEHOLD INCOME

INCOME

POPULATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE DATA

PHASE 01 TERRITORIAL PROCESSES

VULNERABILITIES - FLOODING 

Annual Average rainfall

Monthly Average raining

Highest raining day 

ANNUAL AVERAGE RAINFALL 2010 - 2020 + HIGH RAINING DAY RECORD +           
CONSECUTIVE RAINING DAYS

Maslin Beach
Port Willunga + Aldinga
Aldinga Beach
Sellicks Beach
Sellicks Hills

MONTHLY AVERAGE RAINFALL FROM 2000 TO 2020

RAINFALL

FLOODING PRONE AREAS

RAINFALL DATA

EROSION WATERWATER REPELLENCE DRAINAGE DEPTH

EROSION MASS MOVEMENT

LAND TYPES SOIL ACIDITY

Negligible to minor
10 - 30% moderately repellent
30 - 60% moderately repellent
> 60% moderately repellent
10 - 30% strongly repellent
30 - 60% strongly repellent
60 - 90% strongly repellent
> 90% strongly repellent
Not Applicable

More than 150 cm
100 - 150 cm
10 - 30% has impeding layer within 100 cm
50 - 100 cm
25 - 50 cm
Less than 25 cm
Not Applicable

401 - 500 mm
501 - 600 mm
601 - 700 mm
701 - 800 mm
801 - 900 mm

Negligible
1 - 10%
10 - 30%
30 - 60%
More than 60%
Not applicable

Negligible affected and no potential
Negligible affected - less than 30% of land with potential
Negligible affected - more than 30% of land with potential
Up to 5% of land affected
More than 5% of land affected
Not Applicable

Freshwater Wetland
Soils formed on basement rock
Saline Land
Soil formed on out wash sediments derived from basement rock highs
Miscellaneous
Coastal Land
Dune Fields
Soils formed on deeply weathered material with ironstone

Unlikely to develop > 1% acidity
Up to 30% acid prone now or in the future
< 10% currently acidic, with > 30% future risk
10-30% currently acidic, with > 30% future risk
> 30% already acid prone, and further land at risk
> 90% currently acid prone
Not Applicable

FOCUS SITE

MAJOR ROAD 
NETWORK

ADELAIDE CBD

ONKAPARINGA 
BOUNDARY

SURROUNDING CONTEXT

Low (No special management needed)
Moderately low (Modified surface management needed)
Moderate (Engineered works needed)
Moderately high (Semi arable)
High (Non arable)
Very high (Non arable, not traversable)
Extreme (Non productive)
Not Applicable

FOCUS SITE



REFINED LANDSCAPE PROTOTYPES 

SECTIONS 1:10000
The proposed sections of the final prototype reveal how Rhino surface manipulation tools 
including Cage Edit were untiled to produce a series of waterbodies within the focus area, 
which again are included to store and treat water as a method of flood mitigation. The 
sections show water levels of each waterbody at their maximum capacity including the 
inlet pool, deep marsh, shallow marsh and intermediate pool. BL
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FINAL SITE VIEWS 

BASE LAYER 
Demonstrates the wetland typology 
within the overall scheme. The 
intention of the prototype can be 
summarised as the utilisation of 
wetlands mitigate the impacts of 
flooding by absorbing excess water 
and retaining it for later use. This 
could include servicing proposed 
recreational areas that could be 
incorporated within the site.

FLOWS 
The flows communicate how surface 
water within the site is directed to the 
excavated waterbodies. Manipulation 
was based on the evaluation of 
existing site flows which revealed 
the natural movements of waterways 
across the floodplains within the 
Washpool catchment area.

TOPOGRAPHY
Demonstrates the alterations to the 
existing state which was manipulated 
based on the existing conditions 
which themselves to the idea of the 
production of a wetland system. 
This will in turn provide natural flood 
storage, spreading the flood flow 
whilst also reducing impacts on 
surrounding areas.

SIGNIFICANT VEGETATION 
The render adjacent displays the 
inclusion of the dense revegetation 
of the site which is in response to 
the strategy of restoring the natural 
ecology of the site due to negative 
impacts associated with construction. 
This was again calculated using 
slope values within Grasshopper to 
determine areas that are appropriate 
for revegetation.

RIPARIAN PLANTING + 
RECREATIONAL TRAILS 
The final layer provides an example 
of possible recreational walking trails 
and riparian zones within the site. 
The riparian and in-stream vegetation 
specifically is included to stabilise the 
soil, reduce water runoff and slow 
flood waters, reducing the risk of 
erosion to catchments surrounding 
areas.

PROTOTYPE 01

FINAL PLAN

PRECEDENTS
SYDNEY PARK WETLANDS, SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
Located in Sydney, the $11.2 million upgrade resulted 
in a wetland that sees approximately 850 million litres of 
stormwater a year captured, cleaned for release downstream 
or potential reuse. Similarly to the proposed intervention, 
Sydney park has 4 wetland areas which are an important 
part of the park’s ecosystems as well as playing a role in 
flood mitigation. In addition to cleaning stormwater, managing 
floods and reducing urban heat, they attract more wildlife 
to our urban spaces. Due to permanent water supply, the 
wetlands are an important habitat for native wildlife during 
dry periods, revealing another characteristic that would 
be beneficial for the focus site. Lastly, The landscape 
improvements to the wetlands have provide key recreational 
possibilities for residents and visitors through the installing of 
new lighting, seating, street art, footpaths and picnic areas.

The treatment process involves diverting stormwater through 
a new underground pipe into the Sydney Park wetlands, 
from the stormwater channel near the corner of Euston and 
Sydney Park roads. The water is treated using:
• A pollution trap which removes litter, coarse sediment

and organic matter from stormwater through a physical
screen

• A bioretention system that collects water in shallow
depressions and filters it through plant roots and soil

• More filtration and ultra-violet cleansing processes as
water is drawn from the system for reuse.

Cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au. 2020. Sydney Park Wetlands - City Of Sydney. [online] 
Available at: <https://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/vision/better-infrastructure/parks-and-

playgrounds/completed-projects/sydney-park-wetlands> [Accessed 21 May 2020]..

The resulted prototype has been developed 
further to produce higher performance outcomes 
and to respond to predetermined strategic goals 
and principles as outlined prior. Specific 
alterations consisted of the inclusion of additional 
recreation possibilities including platform areas, 
nature play spaces and BBQ areas. The water 
treatment process itself has been based on the 
included precedent, which utilises diverted 

stormwater pipes to deliver water to the site which 
is treated using population traps, bioretention 
systems and filtration processes. This approach 
specifically is based on more traditional methods of 
wetland design, which includes the use of a series 
of waterbodies are varying depths and sizes to 
treat water by processing it through a series of 
areas including the sediment pond, macrophyte 
zone, transition zone and the open water zone.

PRO’S CON’S

• FUNCTIONAL
• LARGE SCALE
• LARGE WATER STORAGE

CAPACITY

• NO RECREATIONAL ZONES
• WATER DEPTH TOO DEEP
• NO ADDITIONAL 

RESIDENTIAL
POSSIBILITIES

Existing Urban Area
Existing Green Space

PROPOSAL

Chosen site
Safety Flood Zones
Green Space
Wetlands
Relocation of houses in risk areas
Connection among parts

The master plan reflects the strategic goals proposed in the initial territorial structural plan. 
It involves the recommendation of interventions in the Aldinga region which respond to the 
particular vulnerabilities which have been discovered throughout the dynamic territorial analysis 
phase. This is important to understand the scale of suggested interventions and gives context to 
the extent that the focus site contributes to the overall scheme, representing only one site that 
requires alteration to the existing state within a much larger framework. 

Suggested interventions include the creation of safety flood zones, inclusion of new infrastructure 
and housing to respond to projected population increases and the installation of new wetlands 
for additional water storage to mitigate flooding. X

0 1 Km

MASTERPLAN

DESIGN TOOLS

WATER INFASTRUCTURE AS 
USABLE PUBLIC SPACE.

WATER STORAGE AS A 
FLOOD MITIGATION TACTIC

02. MIXED USE ACTIVITIES 
TO INCREASE TOURISM 
OPPORTUNITIES. 

03. MANIPULATION OF 
EXITING TOPOGRAPHIC 
CHARACTERISTICS.

04. MULTIFUNCTIONAL SITE 
USE POSSIBILITIES.

05. DEFINE LINK BETWEEN 
WATER FLOW AND HUMAN 
ACTIVITY PATTERNS.

06.

01 02 03 04 05 06

Divert existing 
urban stormwater 
through underground/
aboveground pipes to 
site.

Filter water through a 
pollutant traps and a 
series of bio-retention 
beds.

Revitalise existing 
seasonal wetland system 
to increase storage and 
improve water filtering.

Landscape improvement 
to create more recreation 
and tourism opportunities.

Provide information to 
park visitors about the 
water treatment and 
ecological function of the 
wetlands.

Restore natural ecology 
through populating 
the site with native 
vegetation.

STRATEGIC PRINCIPLES

PROJECT OUTLINE

Following on from the initial prototyping process which tested a range of possible 
site interventions, majority of which were based on the utilisation of water 
storage strategies to mitigate flooding during extended periods of rain or extreme 
weather events. It is now possible to select one approach to develop for the final 
design synthesis stage. This is defined as the transformation of the washpool 
seasonal wetland and existing site characteristics to form a series of permanent 
wetland waterbodies that collect and treat water from the site and surrounding 
region during extreme flood events and extended periods of rain. However, 
elements from previously explored interventions will also be incorporated into 
the refined prototypes, including site mounding to prevent erosion, the use of cut 
and fill methods to determine waterbody characteristics and the use of contour 
trenches to assist with natural infiltration processes, favour plant growth and 
increase ecological productivity. 

All proposed interventions will be driven by the design tools outlined above, 
which include a focus on incorporating recreational characteristics into this 
proposal with opportunities for communities for local residents and tourists to 
undertake various recreational activities, such as sailing, boating and fishing in a 
naturalistic and highly ecological setting.

In addition there will be a focus on creating a link between site fluid dynamics 
and human activity patterns, which will consist of the inclusion of built elements 
such as boardwalks and bridges which will provide defined access for users 
whilst also taking them on a journey that specifically aligns with water patterns. 
Lastly, a preference on the inclusion of multifunctional site use possibilities 
will be integrated into all prototype development moving forward, with a focus 
on providing additional housing for future residents in response to predicted 
population rises within the Aldinga region. 

To conclude, all developed prototypes will take up the entirety of the site in focus. 
Specifically, t possible iterations will be explored, tested, and presented. With 
the most successful intervention being developed further for the final design 
synthesis, which will consider finer details including materials, planting schemes 
and construction processes.    

FOCUS 
SITE

CONTOUR LINES

EXISTING HOUSES 

RAISED WALKWAYS AND PLATFROMS

EXISTING ROADS 

RECREATIONAL AREAS 

The first refined proposal is based on the most 
successful outcome from the previous prototype 
stage which tested a means of water storage 
possibilities to determine their performance in 
reference to flood mitigation outcomes. This 
resulted in a constructed wetland system being 
selected as the appropriate design approach 
moving forward and hence has been 
incorporated into the final design synthesis stage



SECTIONS 1:10000
The initial sections were exported from the base model using the same process as 
previous prototypes. The various cuts in both the north-south and east-west direct 
communicate how the cut and fill method has been utilised to remove existing site soil in 
locations where waterbodies or streams are required, with excavated soil then reused to 
create the series of berms which increase water catchment levels by directing site water 
runoff into the proposed treatment system. 
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FINAL SITE VIEWS 

PROTOTYPE 02

FINAL PLAN

PRECEDENTS
NORTH GLENMORE WETLAND, CALGARY, CANADA

• Landscape forms that are aesthetically suited to the
park landscape, with appropriate aesthetic effect as
seen from private residences.

• Preserve all endangered species and major tree stands
in excess of the size that can be feasibly transplanted.

The characteristics of the wetland has been emulated, 
though refined and rearranged to suit the characteristics of 
the focus site. This strategy aims to use a precedent project 
as a reference to create a more realistic, functional, and 
higher performing prototype, thus ensuring the Washpool 
Wetland project would successful reach the performance 
outputs required. 

Source2source.ca. 2020. North Glenmore Wetland – Source 2 Source. [online] Available 
at: <https://source2source.ca/portfolio-item/north-glenmore-wetland/> [Accessed 6 June 

2020].

In addition, other design tools and strategic 
principles have incorporated into the design to 
ensure the wetland reaches the goals outlined. 
This includes the inclusion of various recreational 
possibilities which consist of raised pedestrian 
walking trails and bridges which are positioned 
to create a link between human interaction 
and water flow patterns. This allows visitors to 
understand the water treatment process due to 
the ability of site movement to imitate it. 

Other environmental performance considerations 
include the strategic positioning of a series of 
berms which are used to direct the flow of water 
toward the constructed wetlands to increase 
the efficiency of the system by increasing the 
hydraulic residence time. This process would 
utilise soil removed from the site during the 
waterbody excavation phase, allowing a balance 
of cut and fill to avoid import/export costs and 
reduce environmental impact. 

PRO’S CON’S

• SPECIFIC TREATMENT
PROCESS

• BASED ON HIGH
PERFROMING PRECEDENT

• OFFERS ADDITIONAL 
RESIDENTIAL
OPPERTUNITIES

• APPROPRIATE SCALE

• LOSS OF NATURAL
HABITAT DUE TO
RESIDENTIAL EXPANSION

CONTOUR LINES

EXISTING HOUSES 

PROPOSED HOUSES 

EXISTING ROAD NETWORK

PROPOSED ROAD NETWORK 

RAISED WALKWAYS

PEDESTRIAN BRIDGES 

EXISTING ROADS 

TYPOGRAPHIC MOUNDING

This wetland utilises a construction method that produces a 
pond and stream landscape, which optimal for the removal 
of harmful pollutants that predominate in surrounding 
stormwater. The design features include an efficient forebay, 
biofilter zones, and constructed wetland, which form an 
integrated treatment train, optimized for pollutant removal of 
elements including high salinity levels, sediments, metals, 
nutrients, bacteria, pathogens as well as trash and debris. 

The project has been selected due to its design objectives, 
which coincide with the strategic goals and principles of the 
given project, which include:
• Create diverse self-sustaining systems of soil and native

plants that are appropriate to the surrounding habitats.
• Enhance the variety and density of native flora and

fauna.

 As mentioned in the precedent text, this approach 
aims to emulate the specific characteristics of 
the North Glenmore wetland project. This is due 
to the need for the refined prototypes to delve 
deeper into the logistics of what is required 
to produce a wetland system within the focus 
site that delivers the appropriate performance 
outcomes as outlined throughout the various 
stages of the assignment. In this case, the layout 
of the referenced project has been manipulated to 
suit the characteristics of the washpool site, with 
the alteration of the existing condition allowing the 
creation of a pond and stream system. 
The design features specifically include a highly 
efficient forebay, biofilter zones, and constructed 
wetland which forms an integrated treatment train. 
With outcomes ensuring the optimization of the 
removal of salinity, as well as all other harmful 
pollutants, allowing the treated water to be reused 
for various purposes within the surrounding region 
once it has completed the treatment process. 

BASE LAYER 
Reveals the overall scale of the 
proposed intervention in relation to 
its surrounding context. The various 
catchments within the scheme are 
displayed at full capacity, which is 
likely to only be reached during winter 
months. In addition, new residential 
possibilities and road networks can 
be understood.

FLOWS 
The resultant flows reveal that 
topographic changes have created a 
entriely new site which encourages all 
water runoff from adjoining surfaces 
to be directed into the catchments 
to significantly reduce the threat of 
flooding for the nearby residential 
development. 

TOPOGRAPHY
This displays the site contours of 
the proposed refined prototype, 
allowing a clearer understanding of 
the specific alterations to the current 
condition which are predominantly 
based on cut and fill methods to 
create the required waterbodies and 
surrounding berms. As displayed, 
all major alterations occur within a 
concentrated area of the focus site.

SIGNIFICANT VEGETATION 
The significant vegetation layer 
displays the specific intent to 
introduce dense planting to 
respond to damages to the existing 
condition as a result of the proposed 
intervention. This could include a 
range of endangered, vulnerable or 
rare species that currently occupy the 
site that may be affected due to site 
excavation or construction processes.

RIPARIAN PLANTING + 
RECREATIONAL TRAILS 
The final layer displays the riparian 
planting zones which were created 
using Grasshopper an utilised slope 
values to determine areas suitable for 
riparian planting to assist with water 
treatment and bank stabilisation.

RAISED RECREATIONAL 
TRAILS + BRIDGES
Displays the recreational possibilities 
that have been included within the 
overall scheme. This involves a series 
of raised walking trials and bridges 
which prevent damage to introduced 
planting, with movement patterns 
emulating water flow patterns. 
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PROPOSED WETLAND SITE

URRBRAE WETLAND

TEA TREE SWAMP WETLAND

EDINBURGH WETLAND

HART ROAD WETLAND

ONKAPARINGA WETLAND

HAPPY VALLEY WETLANDS

FIRST CREEK WETLAND

ADELAIDE CBD

OAKLANDS WETLAND

ST CLAIRE WETLANDS

AA

PHASE 02 LANDSCAPE FORMATIONS
CONNECTION TO SURROUNDING WETLANDS KEY DESIGN MOVES

ENHANCE THE VARIETY AND DENSITY 
OF NATIVE FLORA + FAUNA01 UTILISE PLATFORMS + BRIDGES TO 

PREVENT DAMAGE TO SITE ECOLOGY02

HUMAN MOVEMENT TO EMULATE SITE 
WATER FLOW PATTERNS03 DEVELOP A POND + STREAM SYSTEM 

FOR OPTIMAL REMOVAL OF POLLUTANTS04

SITE TYPOLOGIES

STREAM + EUCALYPT FOREST FOREBAY + PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE DENSE NATIVE PLANTING + WALKING TRAIL STREAM + RAISED PEDESTRIAN TRAILS

INCLUDE RESIDENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES 
TO BOOST PROJECT ECONOMICS05 UTILISE CUT AND FILL TO AVOID COSTS 

+ REDUCE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT06

SURFACE CATCHMENT ANALYSIS

This map displays the final outcome in reference to surface catchment analysis. They were created using 
the Groundhog plugin for Grasshopper, which utilises a collection of pre-calculated flow paths to identify 
different catchment areas. This provides a relatively accurate representation of the volumes of water that 
would collect within the proposed site by classifying each flow path into groups depending upon which 
paths finish or ‘drain’ into the same approximate location.



MONTAGE

RASIED PEDESTRIAN WALKWAYS + SITE BERM RASIED PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE + FOREBAY WETLAND BOARDWALK + DENSE NATIVE VEGETATION

FINAL PLAN 0 10 25 50 100m

FOREBAY

STILLING 
BASIN

INLET
POND

OUTLET
POOL

STREAM

TREATMENT
MARSH
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BERM

ENTRY
POINT

ENTRY
POINT

ENTRY
POINT

ENTRY
POINT

WALKING 
TRAIL

WALKING 
TRAIL

WALKING 
TRAIL

BRIDGE BRIDGE

BRIDGE

HOUSING 
DEVELOPMENT

The adjacent plan aims to communicate the 
overall design of the proposed intervention for 
the focus site. This has been developed from 
the final prototype model and displays all key 
features including wetland waterbodies, raised 
pedestrian walkways and bridges, typographic 
berms, additional residential opportunities, 
and the significant vegetation densification 
outcomes. In reference to the planting 
specifically, all locations of significant trees have 
been strategically placed and directly reference 
the planting generated using Rhino and 
Grasshopper, utilising aspect and slope values. 
Lastly, the plan also includes site contours at 
one meter intervals which communicate the final 
topographic characteristics of the site following 
all required manipulation.

S02

S01

S03

DESIGN OUTCOME DIAGRAMS

VEGETATIONWATER INFASTRUCTURE ELEMENTS ENTRY POINTS + MOVEMENT RESIDENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS 

INLET PIPE

OUTLET PIPE

STREAM
STILLING BASIN
FOREBAY
INLET + OUTLET PONDS
TOPOGRAPHIC BERMS

RAISED PEDESTRIAN WALKWAYS
MAJOR SITE MOVEMENT INTERSECTIONS
SITE ENTRY POINTS
PEDESTRIAN BRIDGES 
SITE PARKING

PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL ALLOTMENTS 
EXISTING BUILT FORM

DENSE NATIVE TREE PLANTING
RIPARIAN PLANTING ZONES 

PIPE
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SECTION 01 1:2000

SECTION 02 1:2000

SECTION 03 1:2000

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSAL

• Creates recreational possibilities including hiking, fishing, bird watching, kayaking and 

photography. 

• Provides tourism opportunities for the surrounding region.

• Serve as an outdoor classroom, providing educative opportunities for discovery and living 

examples of ecological principles.

• Help to sustain culture of the surrounding coastal community, 

• Provides employment opportunities in the low-income coastal community through construction 

and site management requirements. 

• Provide high aesthetic and amenity values, including mental relaxation, artistic inspiration and 

recreational possibilities. 

• Increases community engagement through providing local residents with roles in collecting 

and analysing data relevant to wetland condition, such as bird counts, fauna tagging, fish 

monitoring and vegetation surveys. 

• Increases community understanding of wetlands as natural assets. 

• Reduce the frequency and intensity of floods by absorbing and storing significant amounts of 

floodwater.

• Provide food, shelter, and nursery grounds for marine and freshwater fish.

• Improve water quality in nearby rivers and streams. 

• Reduce the frequency and intensity of floods by acting as natural buffers, soaking up and 

storing a significant amount of floodwater.

• Provide shelter for threatened and endangered species. 

• Produce significant reductions in nitrates, phosphorus, heavy metals, salinity and other harmful 

pollutants. 

• Provide a critical buffer which assists with sea level rise mitigation. 

• Stabilize soil at the water’s edge and enhance soil accumulation resulting in protection against 

erosion.  

• Replenish groundwater supplies and improve groundwater quality through their filtering 

capacity. 

• Form an aquatic system composed of entirely native vegetation. 

• Form microclimates which help to mitigate extreme weather conditions through shading, 

evapotranspiration and wind speed modification. 

• Enhance the resiliency of urban areas to the impacts of climate change. 

• Reduce costs associated with flood damages.  

• Generates economic benefits through recreational possibilities.

• Provides tourism opportunities which boosts the regions economy.  

• Provides water management processes which are entirely gravity-operated, and require no 

energy-intensive pumps and blowers, translating to lower operating costs. 

SOCIAL BIODIVERSITY ECONOMIC

KEY STATISTICS 
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Each dollar invested by taxpayers in 
coastal restoration projects returns more 

than $15 in net economic benefits.

On average,  $1 million invested in wetland 
construction and restoration creates 17.1 

jobs.

Whether a beach, wetland or stream, the 
proximity to water raises the value of a 

home by up to 28%

An alarming 50% of the world’s wetlands 
have been destroyed in the last 100 years.

Wetlands are essential to life on earth, 
supporting more than 125,500 freshwater-

dependent species.
(Based on three restoration projects in Seaside Bays along Virginia’s 
Atlantic coast; Mobile Bay, Alabama; and South San Francisco Bay, 

California)

(Stormwater Report: Wetlands Provide Environmental and Economic 
Benefits, May 21, 2014) 

(Based on a 1991 American Housing Survey conducted by the 
Department of Housing)

(Stormwater Report: Wetlands Provide Environmental and Economic 
Benefits, May 21, 2014) 

Australian Government: Department of Agriculture, Water and 
Environment, Vulnerability of wetlands to climate change, 2019. 




